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QCY WATCH GS smartwatch (gray).
Get reliable support on a daily basis. The QCY WATCH GS smartwatch features a high-end 2.02" TFT HD display with a refresh rate of up
to  60  Hz.  The device  offers  many practical  functions  -  it  allows  you to  monitor  your  health  and sports  achievements.  It  also  supports
Bluetooth connections and guarantees constant access to notifications. Its operating time reaches up to 10 days on a single charge. The
watch is compatible with Android 8.0 or iOS 13.0 and later.
 
TFT HD display
The QCY WATCH GS smartwatch impresses with a classic yet modern design that matches any style. Its 2.02-inch HD TFT display with
60Hz refresh rate guarantees smooth and sharp images, which, combined with a 78% screen-to-case ratio, guarantees excellent visibility
and comfort. It is possible to personalize the appearance of the dial - just choose from more than 100 possibilities, which are available in
the QCY APP. You can even upload your own photo!
 
Achieve the shape of your dreams
Get extra motivation to exercise. The QCY WATCH GS smartwatch offers advanced health and activity monitoring technology. You can
choose from 100 sports modes, safe in the knowledge that the device will accurately track your every move, noting distance traveled,
calories burned and other statistics such as the number of calories consumed.
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Keep your hand on the pulse
The  WATCH  GS  model  is  equipped  with  advanced  sensors  that  monitor  heart  rate,  blood  saturation,  sleep  quality,  and  help  manage
stress through breathing tests and exercises. The smartwatch can also act as a menstrual calendar. In addition, it will notify you when
you stay sedentary for too long and encourage you to be active.
 
Always ready for action
Thanks to its  innovative power management,  the QCY WATCH GS smartwatch offers up to 10 days of  operation on a single charge in
base mode or up to 4 days with intense activity. In addition, the device is IPX8 waterproof, so sweat or rain won't harm it. As a result, you
can use it during intense workouts or outdoor activities without worry.
 
Stay connected at all times
With Bluetooth support, the QCY WATCH GS allows you to take phone calls directly from your wrist. Message notifications will help you
stay connected no matter where you are.
 
Practical features
The QCY WATCH GS smartwatch offers a number of functions to help you perform your daily activities. The watch allows you to remotely
control your camera shutter, check the weather and set alarm clocks. A function that allows you to locate your phone will also be at your
disposal.
 
Included:
Smartwatch
Magnetic charging cable
User manual
	Manufacturer	
	QCY
	Model	
	WATCH GS
	Dimensions	
	47.3 x 38.6 x 11.9 mm
	Strap width	
	Approximately 22 mm
	Weight of the smartwatch	
	Approximately 55.4 g
	Display	
	TFT with a diagonal of 2.02"
	Resolution	
	320 x 385p
	Battery capacity	
	300 mAh
	Operating time	
	Up to 10 days in basic mode / up to 4 days with normal use
	Charging type	
	magnetic cable
	Water resistance	
	IPX8
	Sensors	
	Heart rate sensor, Sp02, gravity sensor
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	Application	
	QCY
	Supported systems	
	Android 8.0 or later, iOS 13.0 or later
	Supported languages 
	English, Simplified Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Russian, Turkish, Polish, Arabic, Portuguese, Spanish, German, French, Italian, Indonesian,
Dutch, Czech, Traditional Chinese, Hebrew, Persian, Greek, Malay

Preço:

€ 33.00

Atividades e lazer, Smartwatches
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